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Protonmail said the block would do nothing to stop bomb hoaxes but rather only limit ordinary Russians'
access to privacy in communications. Pixabay / MT

Russia said on Wednesday it had blocked the Swiss email service ProtonMail, popular among
journalists and activists for its focus on user privacy and high level of encryption.

Russian communications watchdog Roskomnadzor said ProtonMail, which uses end-to-end
encryption to protect user data, had been used to send fake, anonymous bomb threats.

Such threats have frequently led to mass evacuations of public buildings across Russia.

Roskomnadzor said that ProtonMail had refused to provide Russian authorities with
information on the owners of email accounts allegedly associated with fake bomb threats.
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It said these had been sent via ProtonMail since last year and that incidence had increased this
month after a similar service, Smartmail.com, was blocked.

Protonmail denied having received any requests for assistance from Russian authorities and
said the block would do nothing to stop bomb hoaxes but rather only limit ordinary Russians'
access to privacy in communications.

"We have received reports that ProtonMail and ProtonVPN are currently partially blocked in
Russia. We are reaching out to the appropriate authorities to get the block lifted as soon as
possible," it said in a statement.

It said any perpetrators seeking to continue sending false bomb threats could resort to
another email service or continue to access ProtonMail via a virtual private network (VPN).

"We condemn this block as a misguided measure which only serves to harm ordinary people,"
ProtonMail said.

Russia has increasingly introduced restrictions on internet use, including requiring
messaging services to share encryption keys with security services and asking social networks
to store users' personal data on servers within the country.
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